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The Planning Inspectorate, 
Temple Quay House, 
2 The Square, 
BRISTOL, BS1  6PN 
 
 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
Rail Central TR050004   Interested Party Ref 20018854 

Milton Malsor Parish Council is writing to you in response to your request for comments on 
the request by Rail Central to defer the commencement of the examination process. 

Ashfield Land (Rail Central) first gave the Parish Council and local residents notice of their 
intention to submit an application to build an SRFI in early December 2015 some 40 months 
ago. To put this into context the proposed Northampton Gateway SRFI took just 22 months 
and the West Midlands Interchange SRFI just 27 months to complete the same process.  The 
Council is strongly opposed to the granting of any further delay to this application due to 
the major adverse impact it would and already is having on our residents. 

The Council is gravely concerned about the worry and stress that has already been placed 
upon its residents particularly those whose property and/or business premises could be 
subject to compulsory acquisition.  There are also a significant number of residents whose 
properties either directly overlook the site or are impacted by changes to the road network 
with their homes suffering from ‘planning blight’. This situation would be made considerably 
worse should a time extension be granted as it will have a significant negative impact on the 
health and wellbeing of all residents.  

The Council also wishes to raise its concerns about Rail Central making changes to its DCO 
application without further consultation meaning interested parties would be unable to 
comment on these.  Indeed the Council already has concerns about the abuse of process  
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when at the Northampton Gateway DCO hearing on 13th March 2019 Rail Central 
introduced a change to their Public Right of Way (PRoW) proposals without any prior 
consultation or notification to interested parties.  The Council is concerned that any changes 
to its traffic mitigation would also have an impact on other aspects of its proposal and that 
these will not be subject to public consultation. 

Another significant concern for the Council is that the admission by Rail Central  that their 
currently proposed traffic mitigation would not achieve its objective means that the 
Cumulative Effects Assessment made by Roxhill for their Northampton Gateway submission 
is based on erroneous data. We would therefore question how the Northampton Gateway 
examination can be concluded knowing that its findings would be based on traffic mitigation 
that is incorrect. Traffic congestion is a major issue for all residents in the Northampton area 
and we would urge PINS to review the Northampton Gateway proposal in the light of this 
situation. 

This latest request from Rail Central is yet another example of their failure to complete their 
application in a timely and accurate manner. PINS will be aware that it refused to accept 
their application when it was first submitted due to errors and inconsistences in its 
documentation and when finally accepted and published it was disorganised and very 
difficult follow. We are rightly concerned that their application contains other 
misinformation and errors. 

In summary the Parish Council strongly objects to the granting of a deferment to Rail Central 
and we would ask PINS to refuse this request.  The DCLG guidance note states that any delay 
should be kept to a minimum and that the expectation of the Secretary of State is that the 
Examining Authority would not normally agree to postpone the start of the examination for 
more than three months. We can see no justification in granting any extension and certainly 
not for the period being requested.  

Yours sincerely, 

Ann Addison 

Clerk to Milton Malsor Parish Council 
On behalf of Members of the Council 
 
 
 
 
 
By Post & Email 
      


